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On the Strong Convergence of the Csaro Means of
Contractions in Banach Spaces
By Kazuo KOBAYASI *) and Isao M:IYADERA**)
(Communicated by KSsaku Y0SID., M. J.-., June 12, 1980)

Introduction. Throughout this paper X denotes a uniformly
convex Banach space and C is a nonempty closed convex subset of X.
A mapping T" CC is called a contraction on C, or T e Cont (C) if
IITx--Tyll<=llx--yl[ for every x, y e C. A family (T(t); t_0)of mappings from C into itself is called a contraction semi-group on C if T(0)
--I (the identity on C), T(t+s)=T(t)T(s), T(t)eCont(C) for t, s0
and lim_0/ T(t)x-x for every x e C. The set of fixed points of a mapping T will be denoted by F(T).
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following (nonlinear)
mean ergodic theorems.
Theorem 1. Let T e Cont (C), x e C and F(T)=/=O. If lim Tnx
then there exists an element
--Tn/xll exists uniformly in i-l, 2,
y e F(T) such that
1o

...,

--1

(the strong limit) lim n -1

T/x--y uniformly in k--O, 1, 2,

....

Theorem 2. Let (T(t); tO} be a contraction semi-group on C,
x e C and (>oF(T(t))=O. /f lim I]T(t)x--T(t+h)xll exists uniformly in h>O, then there exists an element y e (>oF(T(t)) such that
lim

t-[ T(s+h)x ds-y

uniformly in h>=O.
These results have been known in Hilbert space (cf. [1, 2]).
2. Proofs of Theorems. For a given T e Cont (C) we set S
=n-(I+ T+... + T n-) Jor every n>=l. We start with the following
Lemma 1. Let T Cont (C), x e C and F(T):/:O. Suppose that
(*)
lim Tx-- T/xll exists uniformly in i= 1, 2,
Then we have
(1) lim, 112-(ST+x+ST+x)--T(2-STx+2-STx)II=O
uniformly in 1--1, 2,.... In particular,
( 2 ) limn_ IIS,T/x-TSTxlI=O
uniformly in/=1, 2,
Proof. Take an f e F(T) and an r> 0 with r>__ x--f II, and set
D= {z e X; IIz--fll<_r} C and U= T[ (the restriction of T to D). Since
D is bounded closed convex and U e Cont (D), by virtue of [4, Theorem
J0

....
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2.1] (Cf. [3, Lemma 1.1]) there exists a strictly increasing, continuous
convex unction ," [0, oo)-,[0, co) with ,(0)--0 such that

...,

r-(mx [ x--x -IUx-Ux,])

for any 2,
20 with 2+... +2=1, any x,
k, l 1. Consequently

T
k=0

x

+ ZY

..., x e D and any

2Tx + =0

k=0

y--yq--[Ty--Tyq Oi, ]n--1, Op, qm--1})
or any 2, g0 with ]2+ g=l, any x, y e D and any n, m
1, l0. Using this inequality with 2=1/2 n, x=T+x for Oign
--1 and g=1/2 m, y=T+x for Ogigm--1, we obtain
(3)

]T(2-STx+2-STx)-(2-SnT+x+2-ST+x)]]
-(max {Ti+nx--T+nx--[T++nx--T++nx], Ti+nx Tp+x

or any n, ml and l0.

.

For any e0 choose a 0 such that -()4e. By (*) there exists
a positive integer N such that (i) g Tx- T x fl(i) + 3 or every
i0 and nN, where fl(i)=lim_ Tx T+x Hence if n, mN then
for every i, ]0.
mN then
T(2-S Tx + 2-S Tx) -(2-S T +x + 2-ST +x) g -(3) e
or any l0. Thus (1) holds true. Taking m=n in (1), we have (2).
Q.E.D.
We note that or every sequence {x} in X the following equality
holds good" For any l, p 1 and k 0

<fl([]+m--i--n])+--fl([]+m--i--n)=

Combining this with (3), we obtain that if n,

(4)

- i=O

x+=l

p=0

i=O

x++

+(lp)

-

(p--i)(x+_--x++_).

Lemma 2. Let T e Cont (C), x e C and F(T)O. If (*) is sarisfled, then {][STx--f [[} is convergent for every f e F(T).
Proo. Let fe F(T) and a=sup0 [STn+x--TSTx] 2or nl.
Since S + Tn+nx

(n + m)

-

n+m-1

+(n+m)i=O

+[n(n+m)]by (4),

n+m-1

(SnT n+n+ix- T +iSnTnx)

i=O

T+STx
(n--i)[T++-x--T(+)+-x]
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n+m-1

]Sn/T/x-fllo+(n+m)-

E

i=O

n-1

+[n(n +m)]- (n-i)llTn/’/-x-T(/)/-x]]

gn + Sn Tnx-f + (n-- 1)II x--f ]]/(n + m)
for n, ml. Letting m, we have
lim sup []STx-f lgan+]]STnx-f]]
for nl.
Therefore lim sup ]STx-f

lim inf ]STx-f]] because

lim

Q.E.D.

by (2).

Lemma 3. Let T e Cont (C), x e C and F(T)O. If (*) is satisfled, then there exists an element y e F(T) such that limn_. SnT+x=y
uniformly in k O.
Proof. Take an f eF(T) and set u=STx-f for nl. By
Lemma 2, d=lim_ [[u][ exists. Since ]u+-u]O as n, we have
2d
(5)
for every i 0.
lim_ ]u + Un
We now show that {STx} is strongly convergent to an element
+of F(T). Since S+T+x=(n+k) =0
+ v(n, k) by (4) and
]v(n, k)](n- 1)]x--f]/(n+k), where

--1

v(n, k)=[n(n+k)]

(n--i)[T++-x--T(+)+-x],

i=1

we have

(n+k)

IlUn+k+Um+kl]

(STn++x+ST++x-2Z)

1=0

+[(n-m)/(m+k)(n+k)]

n+k-1

E

(ST++x--f)

i=0

+(m+)

=+

(ST * *-f)+(, )+(m,

+-1
i=O

+ 2(m--n)] x--f]/(m + k)
+ [(n-- 1) / (n + k) + (m-- 1) / (m + k)]

x

0r mnl and k0. Combining this with 2-(ST++x+ST++x)
--flg an,+li2-(STx+STx)-flI, where a,= sup0

+ST+x)- T(2-SnTx+2-STx)], we obtain

+(m-1)/(m+k)]l]x-f]l+2(m-n)l x-f]]/(m+k)
for mnl and k0.
Letting k, it ollows from (5) that

or every n, ml.

Since lim,_ a,=0 by Lemma 1, we have that
lim, u + u 2d. By uniform convexity of X and lim.
lim, ]ISTx-STx]]= lim,_ I]u- ul]=0, whence (STx} converges strongly. Put y lim_ STx. By (2),
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<=21[x--flI/n+IISTn/x--TSTxI[--O as n-.o and hence y e F(T).
Finally, by (2) again,
sup STn x y __sup
ko

+] TSTnx- yI[] gSup ]IST+x- TSnTnx
Q.E.D.

as n.

Proof of Theorem 1. By virtue of Lemma 3, there exists an
element y eF(T) such that lim.ST+x=y uniformly in k0.
Therefore, for any 0 there exists a positive integer N such that
][ST+x--y]] for all ]0. Since

-

N-1

n-1

STx=n t=O ST+x+(nN)by (4), if nN the

(N_i)(T+-x_T++-x)
i=l

--1
i=O

N--1

n--1

iO

Yilx-y[]/n+e+(Y-1)l]x-yl/n

or all 0.

Q.E.D.
Hence sup0 SnTx yl[0 as n.
Remarks. 1) Let T e Cont (C) and x e C. If {Tx} has a conver-

gent subsequence, then condition (*) is satisfied (cf. [2, Theorem 2.4]).
2) Let X be a Hilbert space, and let T e Cont (C). If T is odd,
then condition (*) is satisfied for every x e C (cf. [1, 2]).
Proof of Theorem 2. Similarly as in the proof of the preceding
lemmas, we have the following (a)-(c)
(a) lim,e_ ]]2-(StT(t+h)x+S,T(s+h)x)--T(h)(2-StT(t)x

+2-ST(s)x)]]=O
uniformly in h0;

(b) limt_ []StT(t)x-fl exists for every f e F--t>oF(T(t))
(c) there exists an element y e F such that limt StT(t + h)x=y

-.[: T(s)z ds for z e C and
To prove (b) and (c) we use the following equality instead of (4);
t .[: T( + h)x d= t-’ [s .[: T(, + + h)x d]d

uniformly in ha0; where

-

Stz= t

+

:-

+

t+

for t, s 0 and h 0. Now, the same argument in the proof o Theorem
Q.E.D.
1 implies that limt StT(h)x=y uniformly in h0.
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